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R 110645Z APR 72
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FOR ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY DAVIES AND NEA/IRN - MIKLOS

SUBJECT: PRINCESS ASHRAF REQUESTS FOR COOPERATION

SUMMARY: IN CONNECTION WITH SUITS SHE IS BRINGING AGAINST FRENCH AND SWISS PAPERS, PRINCESS ASHRAF HAS REQUESTED COOPERATION OF USG IN PROVIDING OFFICIAL DOCUMENT ON CONFIDENTIAL BASIS WHICH WOULD REFUTE CHARGE RECENTLY MADE IN NOUVELLE OBSERVATEUR (QUOTING THE NATION OF APRIL 12, 1965) THAT US FEDERAL NARCOTICS BUREAU ONCE RECOMMENDED USG NEVER AGAIN PERMIT PRINCESS TO ENTER COUNTRY BECAUSE OF HER INVOLVEMENT IN HEROIN TRAFFICKING INCIDENT IN 1961.

ACTION REQUESTED: (A) PROVIDE EMBASSY WITH EARLIEST POSSIBLE GUIDANCE WHETHER, IN PRINCIPLE, USG PREPARED PROVIDE TYPE OF DOCUMENT ASHRAF SEEKS (ASSUMING FACTS SO WARRANT) OR, IF THIS NOT POSSIBLE, FULLEST POSSIBLE EXPLANATION OF REASONS. (B) EXERCISE OF EXTREME DISCRETION IN MAKING INQUIRIES INTO THIS MATTER LEST IT BECOME SOURCE OF SERIOUS EMBARRASSMENT TO GOI AND USG AT TIME PRESIDENTIAL VISIT IN OFFING. END SUMMARY.

1. ACTING ON INSTRUCTION PRINCESS ASHRAF, MEMBER OF HER STAFF (AMBASSADOR PARVIZ RADJI) CALLED POLITICAL COUNSELOR TO HIS OFFICE APRIL 10 TO: (A) ADVISE THAT PRINCESS IS BRINGING SUITS AGAINST SEVERAL SWISS AND FRENCH PAPERS; AND (B) REQUEST COOPERATION OF USG IN CONNECTION WITH SUIT AGAINST NOUVELLE OBSERVATEUR.

NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE AUTHORIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
2. RADJI EXPLAINED THAT PRINCESS HAD CANCELLED PLANS TO ATTEND HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION MEETING IN NEW YORK AND HAD REMAINED IN PARIS FOR PAST MONTH (CIRCA MARCH 5 TO APRIL 4). SHE HAD DECIDED HER PRESENCE IN NEW YORK AT TIME OF PRESS OUTCRY RE (A) PRINCE DAVALLOU’S ARREST IN SWITZERLAND ON DRUG TRAFFICKING CHARGE AND (B) ARRESTS, TRIALS AND EXECUTIONS OF SUBVERSIVES IN IRAN, WOULD BE DISSERVICE TO IRAN, HIM AND HERSELF.

3. WHILE IN PARIS, SHE BECAME INFURIATED BY SCURRILOUS STORIES IN SWISS AND FRENCH PAPERS WHICH HAD REVIVED (IN CONNECTION WITH COVERAGE OF PRINCE DAVALLOU’S ARREST) CHARGE THAT PRINCESS HERSELF HAD BEEN DISCOVERED BY SWISS AUTHORITIES IN FEBRUARY 1961 (RPT 1961) TO BE CARRYING LARGE QUANTITIES OF HEROIN. SHE HAD DECIDED, THEREFORE, THAT FOR GOOD OF PAHLAVI NAME AND HER OWN STANDING IN INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY, SHE MUST ERASE THIS CHARGE FROM PUBLIC RECORD ONCE AND FOR ALL. WITH THIS IN VIEW, SHE HAS ALREADY INSTITUTED SUITS AGAINST PAPERS INVOLVED, WHICH INCLUDE LE MONDE, NOUVELLE OBSERVATEUR, LE JOURNAL DE GENEVE, AND LA SUISSE (AND PERHAPS AT LATER DATE CANARD ENCHAINE). PRINCESS DOES NOT PLAN TO PUBLICIZE HER DECISION TO BRING SUITS OR SEEK PUBLICITY WHILE SUITS IN PROCESS, THOUGH WILL PROBABLY WANT PUBLICITY ONCE DECISIONS HANDED DOWN.

4. RADJI CLAIMS THAT PRINCESS HAS NOW SECURED DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE FROM FEDERAL SWISS GOVERNMENT, CANTON OF GENEVA AND GENEVA POLICE PROVING IRREFUTABLY THAT ALLEGED INCIDENT IN 1961 INVOLVING HER IN TRANSPORT OF HEROIN HAD SIMPLY NEVER TAKEN PLACE. HE SAID EVIDENCE WAS SUCH AS TO MAKE IT 99 PER CENT SURE PRINCESS WOULD WIN HER SUITS AGAINST PAPERS NOTED.

5. HE WENT ON TO SAY THAT NOUVELLE OBSERVATEUR HAD ALSO, QUOTING THE NATION OF APRIL 12, 1965 (RPT 1965), CHARGED THAT FEDERAL NARCOTICS BUREAU HAD ONCE RECOMMENDED USG NEVER AGAIN PERMIT ASHRAF TO ENTER US ON GROUNDS OF HER INVOLVEMENT IN HEROIN TRAFFICKING. PRINCESS IS ANXIOUS TO REFUTE THIS CHARGE ALTHOUGH NOT SO MUCH BECAUSE THIS IS NEEDED TO WIN HER CASE (THOUGH IT WOULD BE HELPFUL) AS TO CLEAR ALL CHARGES FROM RECORD AT SAME TIME. SHE HAS, THEREFORE, ASKED THAT USG BE REQUESTED TO PROVIDE OFFICIAL STATEMENT ON CONFIDENTIAL BASIS (FOR USE IN SUIT AGAINST NOUVELLE OBSERVATEUR) TO EFFECT FEDERAL NARCOTICS BUREAU HAD NEVER MADE RECOMMENDATION OF
NATURE CHARGED.

6. WE TOLD RADJI THIS REQUEST FROM PRINCESS WOULD BE PROMPTLY BROUGHT TO WASHINGTON'S ATTENTION AND WE WERE SURE IT WOULD BE CONSIDERED SYMPATHETICALLY, THOUGH WE WERE NOT FAMILIAR WITH WHAT USG LAWS OR REGULATIONS MIGHT AFFECT THIS MATTER.

7. RADJI THEN ASKED, PREFACING QUESTION WITH COMMENT "THIS NIGHTMARE" HAD NOT SEEMED TO OCCUR TO ANYONE ELSE, WHETHER FEDERAL BUREAU OF NARCOTICS HAD IN FACT MADE SUCH RECOMMENDATION AND, IF SO, HOW MATTER COULD THEN BE HANDLED. WE REPLIED WE HAD NO KNOWLEDGE ON THIS SCORE BUT NOTED ALL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES (US AND IRANIAN) UNDOUBTEDLY ACT OR MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS ON SOME OCCASIONS ON BASIS OF UNCONFIRMED RUMORS AND REPORTS; THUS, IT NOT BEYOND REALM OF POSSIBILITY REPORTS OF PRINCESS INVOLVEMENT IN HEROIN INCIDENT IN 1961 HAD GAINED ENOUGH CURRENCY AT TIME SO THAT SOME USG AGENT OF AGENCY MIGHT HAVE ADDRESSED ITSELF TO PROBLEM.

8. RADJI SAID PRINCESS IS ANXIOUS MOVE AHEAD WITH SUITS AGAINST PAPER AT EARLIEST POSSIBLE TIME AND BEFORE SUMMER RECESS OF FRENCH COURTS. SHE HOPES, THEREFORE, USG COOPERATION IN THIS MATTER CAN BE FORTHCOMING WITHIN NEAR FUTURE.

COMMENT: WOULD APPRECIATE GUIDANCE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE WHETHER, IN PRINCIPLE, USG PREPARED PROVIDE TYPE OF DOCUMENT REQUESTED BY ASHRAF (ASSUMING FACTS SO WARRANT). IF THIS IS NOT POSSIBLE, NEEDLESS TO SAY, WE WILL WANT FULLEST POSSIBLE EXPLANATION OF REASONS.

IT IS PERHAPS SUPERFLOUS TO POINT OUT THAT, PARTICULARLY WITH PRESIDENTIAL VISIT IN OFFING, IT WOULD BE EXTREMELY EMBARRASSING TO BOTH USG AND GOI IF IT WERE TO BECOME PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE THAT SHAH'S SISTER HAD REQUESTED SUCH DOCUMENT, BUT USG UNABLE PROVIDE IT BECAUSE THERE HAD IN FACT BEEN RECOMMENDATION BY FEDERAL NARCOTICS BUREAU OF NATURE CHARGED BY NOUVELLE OBSERVATEUR AND THE NATION. FOR THIS REASON, WE TRUST INQUIRIES INTO MATTER CAN BE MADE ON MOST DISCREET BASIS.

EVEN IF IT TURNS OUT USG ABLE PROVIDE TYPE OF DOCUMENT REQUESTED, IT WOULD OBVIOUSLY NOT ENHANCE OUR RELATIONS WITH COURT IF NEWS OF ASHRAF'S SUITS AGAINST EUROPEAN PRESS WERE TO LEAK FROM US SOURCES GP-3. HECK

CONCARGE

NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE AUTHORIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY